Horse Riding Skills Lists
Hekla Volcano Riding Adventure is designed for experienced (intermediate-advanced) horse
riders. This Icelandic style riding trip requires you to already have the skills and experience to
really enjoy the 4-8 hours and 20-40kms of riding each day on this trip.
The following is a list of skills that you should have developed prior to this trip. You can take this
list to any English, Western or Icelandic riding centre and they will be able to take you through
the progression. You might know some of this already, so work with your local instructor to
develop a training plan that works for you.
REQUIRED SKILLS
1. Mounting and Dismounting
2. Posture & Balance
3. Woah (Stopping)
4. Walk On (Starting)
5. Turn - Direct Rein
6. Circle on rail
7. Reverse
8. Working Walk
9. Back up
10. Bending
11. Arena Spacing, what to do if you’re too close to someone – pass, circle, cut across
12. 1Sitting Trot (if Icelandic horses, ask to learn Tolt)
1. how to sit the trot/tolt
2. develop a secure seat
3. walk > trot/tolt transition
4. trot/tolt > walk transition
13. Two Point or Half Seat
14. why: to develop balance, leg strength, leg control, and prep for posting
1. 2 point walk

2. 2 point trot
3. 2 point trot while counting the beat to prepare for posting
15. Two Point Steering
1. 2 point steering through small circles on wall
2. 2 point steering through figure 8s
3. 2 point steering around barrels and cones
16. Posting Trot
17. posting trot
18. correct diagonals
19. changing diagonals
20. change of rein across the diagonal at a posting trot
21. changing diagonals doing figure 8’s
22. Rating your horse
1. how to slow down
2. how to speed up (& how to pass another rider)
3. how to keep an even pace
4. all the above at the walk and trot, then also at canter if you go that far
23. Canter
1. how to canter
2. how to be on the correct lead
3. canter circles
24. Gait Extensions (can teach before canter)
1. the extended walk
2. the extended trot
3. the extended canter
25. Smooth Precise Transitions (can teach before canter)
1. walk, trot, walk
2. trot, canter, trot
3. walk, canter, walk
4. halt to canter
5. precise transitions exactly at the letter
The first morning of this trip will be spent getting outfitted with our rain gear, helmets, and
saddles and paired up with our first horse. We begin with a live demonstration of tacking,
mounting, and maneuvering through the various gaits of the Icelandic horse. The rest of the
morning is spent in the paddock, practicing mounting, maneuvering, walking, tolting and trotting,
as well as cantering as you will need to be able to do all of this comfortably throughout the trip.
Then the group will do a short trail ride (about 2 hours) so you can feel out the trails and the
Icelandic horse’s gaits.
Throughout the rides each day, the group will be riding with the herd. This is why it is required
that you have the above skills and experience so you can handle your horse while it is
surrounded by other horses. Here is a Youtube Video of what it is like to ride with the herd.
You can review the full itinerary here.
Let us know if you have any questions!
- The Wild Women Expeditions Team

